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Objective

A very hard dedicated worker, fast learner, easy to train, and would be willing to relocate or 
travel. Cultivate and maintain positive and productive relationships with all contacts through solid 
interpersonal and communication skills.

Skills

Graphic Design, Inventory Management, Base-Level HTML, Computer Troubleshooting, Computer 
Maintenance, Knowledge of Microsoft Office Programs, Co-Worker Compatible.

Work Experience

Gas Station Cashier
ABC Corporation  September 1995 – June 1996 
 Check to ensure that appropriate changes were made to resolve customers problems.
 Compare disputed merchandise with original requisitions and information from invoices and 

prepare invoices for returned goods.
 Answer customers questions, and provide information on procedures or policies.
 Assist with duties in other areas of the store, such as monitoring fitting rooms or bagging and 

carrying out customers items.
 Assist customers by providing information and resolving their complaints.
 Bag, box, wrap, or gift-wrap merchandise, and prepare packages for shipment.
 Calculate total payments received during a time period, and reconcile this with total sales.

Gas Station Cashier
Delta Corporation  1994 – 1995 
 Job duties Cashier, change gas prices, keep the store clean, maintain store byself.
 Receive payment in exchange of filled gas or goods from the convenience shop Make receipts 

and bills for customers Price and shelf incoming goods .
 Maintained cleanliness of the store, handled register and drawer count for each shift.
 Also preformed excellent customer service while working for this establishment.
 Greet customers with respect, give driving directions if needed, clean snack corner, and also 

stock and price items.
 I learned how to manage orders and make sure that all items were presented and also 

manage diesel truck driver credit accounts.
 Skills Used memorization, respect, leadership.

Education

Certificate In Medical Claims And Billing Specialist - (1. U.S. Career Institute)
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